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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel design of a Uniform Circular Array Massive-Multiple Input Multiple Output (UCAmMIMO) system based on Spherical Wave (SW) is proposed in Uplink (UL) transmission. A three-dimensional
(3-D) channel pattern is established and estimated, where channel orthogonality of multipolarized/unipolarized
UCA-mMIMO systems is analyzed. Multipolarized and unipolarized systems are evaluated to decrease channel
orthogonality. The Azimuth Angle of Arrival (AAoA) and Elevation Angle of Arrival (EAoA), as well as antenna
spacing and cross-polarization discrimination, are taken into consideration. Using Monte Carlo simulation
method, the results show that the multipolarized UCA-mMIMO system provides a better performance compared
to the unipolarized UCA-mMIMO system in different situations. The proposed design is homely to be realized in
real environment in conformance to the parameters analyzed; in order to confirm that it will be a very good
choice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO system is one of the successful technologies for the new-generation 5G. High-quality
communication represented in features such as voice, audiovisual communication …etc., is promoted
by using mMIMO systems, in addition to that the growing number of terminals requires a high
throughput [1]. Furthermore, several publications have appeared in recent years focusing on spectral
efficiency enhancement in wireless communication [2]-[4]; collecting mMIMO with Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) can support high spectrum efficiency [5]. In the same way,
the compromise between energy efficiency and spectral efficiency; measured in terms of (bits/j) and
(bits/channel use/terminal), respectively, is derived using the convex optimization theory [4], where
this trade-off is quantified in the case of a channel model that contains small-scale fading. Otherwise,
the classical MIMO (i.e., 4G) system has a tendency to use four or eight antennas, while in mMIMO
system, especially in a single cell, Base Station (BS) antennas are larger than several terminals [1]-[2],
[6]. Additionally, the channel between the transceiver is an important element in mMIMO system.
Due to various phenomena, such as diffraction, interference, reflection, …etc., the system performance
is degraded. In the past decade, a lot of research has attracted attention to investigate perfect/imperfect
Channel State Information (CSI) [7]. In the same way, when the CSI is unfinished at the BS antennas,
the data detection contains erroneous bits and the system performance is deteriorated. Accordingly,
various works focused on investigating the channel estimation phenomenon, in which Least-Square
Channel Estimation (LSCE) is used for its simplicity and low complexity [1], [8], on the one hand. On
the other hand, linear detectors, such as Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean-Square Error
(MMSE), are widely used to detect the stream data [1], [8]-[11]. Moreover, Ordered Successive
Interference Cancellation (OSIC) is generally better than simple linear detectors (i.e., ZF, MMSE) [1].
Therefore, OSIC is evaluated under various criteria, such as declining Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)
criterion [12] and greatest SNR criterion [13]. In addition to that, favorable propagation (i.e., channel
orthogonality) is one of leading properties in mMIMO system [1]. Moreover, low channel
orthogonality for different 3-D channel models has been investigated with Uniform Linear Array
1.
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(ULA), Uniform Rectangular Array (URA) and UCA-mMIMO using Plane Wave (PW) in many
situations [14]. Similarly, PW and SW are discussed for 3-D ULA m-MIMO [15]. Furthermore, in this
work, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• A new geometrical conception is realized for multipolarized UCA-mMIMO system using SW;
• A 3-D channel pattern with various parameters is modeled and estimated.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mMIMO model is presented in
Uplink (UL) transmission, where single cell is considered. Section 3 describes the outlines of LSCE.
Channel modeling for UCA-mMIMO using SW is evaluated for both multipolarized/unipolarized
antennas in Section 4. In Section 5, the OSIC detector is discussed based on ZF and MMSE detectors.
Section 6 presents the simulation and analysis results. Section 7 summarizes the results of this paper
and draws conclusions.

2. MASSIVE MIMO MODEL
In this section, a Massive-MIMO-OFDM system is considered in Uplink transmission from
terminals with single antennas to a single BS with
antennas. The studied system is gived in Figure
1. The length of sub-carriers and the cyclic prefix (CP) are defined by K and ν, respectively. The CP is
inserted on each transmitting antenna to achieve a full OFDM symbol. In this paper, the CP is superior
to the utmost multi-path delay [1], [8] and [16]-[17].

Figure 1. System model.
In the same way, at the reception side, the CP is removed on each receiving antenna. Taking-for
example-the
receiving antenna, the received signal vector
is K×1 and can be expressed as
follows:
(1)
From Equation 1, the circulant matrix
has a first column defined by
, in
addition to that L is the length of the channel impulse response and
represents the L×1 vector.
The OFDM vector that is transmitted on each transmitting antenna is defined by
with K×1
dimensions, r and n are indices of number of transmitting antenna and time, respectively.
is the
additive Gaussian noise at Time Index (TI) n with zero mean and a variance of
. Moreover, the
unitary DFT matrix with dimensions K×K is presented by F. From the eigenvalue decomposition, the
circulant matrix becomes
[1], [8] and [17]. Finally, the
FFT of the received signal
is given as follows:

(2)
where,

.
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3. LEAST SQUARE MASSIVE MIMO
Based on the same system presented in Figure , the LSCE scheme is presented. Then, Equation 2 can
be written as:

(3)
From Equation 3,
data vector and

is

is the 1st column of
, noting that
and
, where
and
are
pilot sequence vector, respectively. Hence, Equation 3 becomes:

of

, where

(4)
Furthermore, in this work, the training of all OFDM symbols is done at maximum value of
[1], [8]. We consider the data model:

and TI is
(5)

,

where,

,

(6)

and

.

The LSCE technique minimizes the noise defined in Equation 5 [1], [8], based on the cost function
(Equation 7), to obtain the estimated channel noted by
(7)

Next, we take the derivation of Equation 7 relative to

variable,
(8)

Finally, we have
expression:

and the solution of the LSCE is given by the following
(9)

where,

is the pseudo-inverse that is equal to
if
. Because
, the necessary and sufficient condition to have unique LSCE is
. This LS method presents low complexity and high simplicity. In addition, taking the
information about the channel and the noise is not necessary [1], [8] and [17]-[19]. From Equation 5,
we then find that:
(10)
Further, to suppress the interference due to the data, the following condition is imposed:
(11)
Furthermore, satisfying this condition requires choosing disjoint sets of pilot tones for training and
data in each OFDM symbol (i.e., zeros in
, where
contains non-zeros and inversely).
Equation 10 then becomes:
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(12)
Equation 12 is an association of two parts; the first is the true channel
the system. Thus, for zero-mean noise,
estimate of ). Furthermore, the estimated channel matrix
antennas
and all BS antennas
is given by:

and the second is the noise in
, (i.e.,
forms an unbiased
which includes all terminal

(13)

.

where the estimated channel vector at terminal position is given by

4. CHANNEL MODELING
In this section, the UCA-mMIMO system based on SW is investigated as shown in Figure 2. Form this
configuration, the horizontally polarized antenna
is considered as a reference. In addition to that,
all the odd ciphered antennas are horizontally polarized antennas and all the even ciphered antennas
are vertically polarized antennas. Note that d is the distance between two adjacent antennas. From
Figure 2,

,

,

,

,

and the radius

is equal to

.

Similarly, the signals arrive from the location; also,
are successive projections of on
the horizontal planes
, respectively. Each projection has a
distance from the source
noted by
, respectively.
are the
projections on the axis of
, respectively, while
denotes their projections on the
axis.

Figure 2. Multipolarized uniform circular array Massive-MIMO configuration.
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Otherwise, the distance between each antenna and the source

can be defined by:
(14)
(15)
(16)

(17)
Depending on the geometrical relationship presented in Figure (2), for an arbitrary antenna, we have:
(18)
(19)
In addition to that, the antenna
is considered as a reference antenna. The estimated path of
multipath channels at terminal position and at BS antennas
and
using SW can be expressed
by:
(20)
(21)
where,
and
are the horizontally polarized power and vertically polarized power in this path,
respectively. is the wavelength and is the uniform random phase as assumed by IID on
[14].
Otherwise, the uniform distribution of AAS and EAS is used to describe the AAoA and EAoA
distribution. In this paper, and represent AAS and EAS, respectively; several authors [14], [20]
have established the Power Azimuth Spread (PAS) to explain the AAoA/EAoA as follows:
(22)
where,

and

are the mean of AAoA/EAoA and AAS/EAS, respectively.

Moreover, in real environment and thanks to the multipath phenomenon, polarization can be changed
between the terminal and the BS antennas. Thereby, to characterize this phenomenon, crosspolarization discrimination (XPD) is expressed as [14], [25]:
(23)
where,
describes the expectation operator,
and
are the channels between
transceivers with the same polarization and with different polarizations, respectively. Then, Equations
20 and 21 can be written as:
(24)
(25)
Furthermore, in this paper and in related references [14], [21]-[24], (
) represents the
power that is seeped in the UL transmission from the vertically/horizontally polarized terminal to the
horizontally/vertically polarized BS antenna; in the case where there is no seepage, is equal to . In
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addition to that,
is the power kept in similar transmission and reception polarization states,
where
is the power seepage to transmission in one polarization state and to reception in the
orthogonal polarization state (
).
From our proposed configuration, Equations 24 and 25 can be generalized for all multipaths at
terminal position
with single horizontally polarized antenna side and
with single vertically
polarized antenna side, over all BS antennas (i.e.,
) basing on SW by:

(26)

(27)

From Equations 26 and 27,
and
are the horizontally and vertically polarized power of terminals
and , respectively. In this paper, after getting the estimated channel vectors of terminal with
single horizontally polarized antenna and
with vertically polarized antenna for UCA-mMIMO
systems in Equations 26 and 27, the channel orthogonality between
and
is defined by [14], [26]-[27]:
(28)
where,
represents the Euclidean norm. Similarly, the estimated channel matrix (13) can be
rewritten as
; where, the estimated
vector at terminal position is noted by
. In the same way,
according to literature, the authors of [14] and [28] supposed that a half of the terminals are
horizontally polarized antennas and the other half of the terminals are vertically polarized antennas at
a short time due to arbitrary location.
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5. OSIC SIGNAL DETECTION
In this part of the paper, we present an important class of nonlinear signal detection, specifically the
OSIC [1], [8]-[9]. Hence, according to Figure 3, we illustrate the OSIC signal detection for an example
of three spatial streams. Furthermore, for symbol detection, the Linear Transformation Matrix (LTM),
defined as
[9]-[11], [29], is taken into account. Moreover, the first data is
detected with the first row vector of LTM (i.e.,
); after the slicing process is carried out,
is
created. The interference due to the detected stream in the first stage is subtracted from the received
signal; that is
, where
. Hence, the interference
from the first stage is canceled; in addition to that, another stream is detected and sliced in the second
stage
and the interference is canceled by
. In the same way, detection and
slicing of the stream as well as the interference cancellation steps are carried out in each stage [1], [8]
and [29]-[32].

Figure 3. Explanation of OSIC signal detection, an example of three transmitting antennas.
Otherwise, if the process of canceling the interference is done with an erroneous decision in any stage,
error propagation will spread in the following stage by order of detection. Hence, next in this section,
we describe two methods for reducing error propagation.
• SINR-Based Ordering (SINR-BO): in this case, the stream with big post detection Signalto-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) is detected first [1]. Based on the transformation matrix
, the post detector with SINR is defined as:
(29)
where,

and
transmitted signal energy.
is the
row of
and
is the
column vector of the estimated channel matrix . In fact, once the
of SINR
are calculated based on
, we extract the equivalent stage with the maximum SINR. In addition
to that, the procedure discussed above is applied for symbol detection. Furthermore,
is
modified by suppression of the channel gain vector equivalent to the data detected. Otherwise, the
computational complexity of all numbers of SINR is given by

.

• SNR-Based Ordering (SNR-BO): in this method, higher Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) is
detected first [1]. Similarly based on the transformation matrix
, SNR is defined as:
(30)
where,

. Similarly, the procedure discussed in the first method can be used. Otherwise,

the computational complexity of all numbers of SNR is giving by

[1].
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6. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the next part of this paper, a set of performance results is discussed. According to Figure 1, the
length of OFDM subcarriers is equal to
and the CP is 128; the higher order modulation QAM is
taken equal to 64, the consecutive OFDM symbol is set to 100 and the number of taps is supposed
equal to . Furthermore, based on LSCE method (Section 3), the estimated channel is evaluated. Our
proposed UCA-mMIMO system is analyzed for 10000 samples of the channel based on Monte Carlo
simulation and the power is normalized. Moreover, Figure 4 depicts channel orthogonality (i.e.,
favorable propagation) for the UCA-mMIMO system on the one hand. On the other hand, the XPD is
set to be 8 dB and the mean of AAoA/EAoA is equal to 0Â°; the distance between the terminal and the
BS antenna is set to be
. Similarly to some reports in the literature [5], [33]-[35], the antenna
spacing is equal to
.

Figure 4. Channel orthogonality vs. number of antennas with different AAS.

Figure 5. Channel orthogonality vs. number of antennas with different antenna spacings.
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From Figure 4, it has been found that channel orthogonality of multipolarized/unipolarized systems
decreases when the number of antennas increases. In the case when AAS=5Â° (i.e., poor scattering)
and
, channel orthogonality is nearly 0.2 for unipolarized systems; while it’s nearly 0.12 for
multipolarized systems; in the same way, when AAS=20Â° (i.e., rich scattering) and
,
channel orthogonality is nearly 0.06 for unipolarized systems, while it’s nearly 0.03 for multipolarized
ones. Consequently, channel orthogonality is affected by AAS, while the effect of EAS is negligible.
In addition to that, using multipolarized UCA-mMIMO can decrease more channel orthogonality (i.e.,
favorable propagation) compared to unipolarized UCA-mMIMO. Hence, employing multipolarized
UCA-mMIMO system in real environment can decline the necessity of rich scattering.
In the next part of this paper, AAS is equal to
and EAS is equal to
. Also, XPD is set to be 8
dB. Figure 5 shows that channel orthogonality declines as the BS antenna spacing (i.e., ) increases.
In the case with
and
(i.e., small antenna spacing), channel orthogonality is nearly
0.33 with unipolarized antennas, while it’s nearly 0.21 for multipolarized antennas. Moreover, when
, channel orthogonality is nearly 0.29 with unipolarized antennas and it’s about 0.18 with
multipolarized antennas. Otherwise, when
(i.e., large antenna spacing) the multipolarized
antennas decline more channel orthogonality compared to unipolarized antennas. Hence, using small
antenna spacing and multipolarized UCA-mMIMO can help decrease channel orthogonality between
terminals and reduce the need of a large antenna spacing.

Figure 6. Channel orthogonality vs. number of antennas with different XPD.
Otherwise, in the case of poor scattering (i.e., AAS=5Â°) and an antenna spacing kept at the same
value (
), the Figure 6 shows channel orthogonality of multipolarized UCA-mMIMO system; it
has been found that when
, channel orthogonality is nearly 0.22 with
dB and it’s
nearly 0.1 with
dB. When the BS antenna
, channel orthogonality with
is nearly 0.12, while it’s lower than 0.05 with
dB. Furthermore, an increase of
XPD declines more channel orthogonality, thus more power is kept in the similar transmitting and
receiving polarization states. Similarly, a large BS antenna number can help decrease channel
orthogonality, specifically in a small XPD (i.e., more power seepage).
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Figure 7 shows the performance results of OSIC detector using multipolarized/unipolarized UCAmMIMO system. AAS is equal to 5Â° and EAS is equal to 10Â°; XPD is set to 8 dB. In addition to
that,
and
; according to estimated matrix (25), the number of terminals ( ) is
equal to 50 and the BS antenna number ( ) is equal to 200. From this Figure the BER decreases over
the range of SNR. Furthermore, in high-SNR region, multipolarized UCA-mMIMO systems perform
better than unipolarized UCA-mMIMO systems; at SNR equal to 20 dB and using
based
ordering, BER is equal to
and
for unipolarized and multipolarized
antennas, respectively, while when
based ordering is used, BER is equal to
and
for unipolarized and multipolarized antennas, respectively. Hence,
multipolarized antennas outperform unipolarized antennas; in addition to that, the gaps between the
true channel and multipolarized antennas using
based ordering and
based
ordering are equal to 2 dB and 0.8 dB, respectively at
. Consequently,
based ordering with multipolarized UCA-mMIMO system provides a better performance.

Figure 7. Bit error rate vs. signal to noise ratio for unipolarized/multipolarized UCA-mMIMO system
with two OSIC detectors.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, UCA-mMIMO system design is proposed. A 3-D channel pattern of UCA-mMIMO is
estimated using LSCE method. The presented pattern can be adjusted based on parameters analyzed.
From the simulation results, it can be concluded that multipolarized UCA-mMIMO in each time
declines more channel orthogonality in many situations compared to unipolarized UCA-mMIMO.
Using
based ordering with multipolarized UCA-mMIMO system provided a better
performance compared to
based ordering with unipolarized UCA-mMIMO
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system. Summing up the results, it can be concluded that our proposed pattern using multipolarized
antennas can be implemented and adapted if miniaturization of electronic elements is indispensable
and would be the first candidate for Massive-MIMO systems.
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ملخص البحث:
ي ييي ا ييي
فييي هيييال رقة ،ييي ا تييي ت ر ييينرر لنييي ضت ذي ييين قيديييية مييينت  ،نييي ةف ر نتييي
رق ييي روا مرق نيييي،يا ذيييي ة ييير رق ة ييي رق نمتييي ا فييي را ،ييييئ رقليييي ت ة ييير رقييين رق ييية ؛ إ ،تييي ت
يييي ر يييي ل ي
إ شيييييط يييي عاعيييي رت ييييي ق ليييييةرنا ملف ضييييا ل ي د يييي رقليييييةرن فيييي رت د يييي
ي ييي
ييي رق ييي روا مرق نيييي،يا رق ييي ل ييي نييي ة ر نتييي
مرت د ييي ديي تييي ر ييي ل ي
يي ر ييي ل ي مدويييني ديي تييي ر ييي ل ي ؛ ييت د يييا رق ل ضيييا يييت ل ي د ييي
فليي يييني للضيييضت د د ييي
رقليةرن
ييييف
م ييي ليييت دويييا ويييا يييتل صرمتييي ةييي ْ ل رقةصيييةئا مصرمتييي ة ْضيييا رقةصيييةئا يذيييي رقييير يييي ييي
ةييي ييييضت رق،ةر ضييييينا مل ضضييييق ر يييي ل ي رق ليييييخ ا ييييضت ر ة ذييييي ،م ي يييي ن رة خنتليييي ة ييييل
رق ذي د
ييييي ر ييييي ل ي ل ييييي د رط دف يييييا إ،ر ة ،يييييل
ويييييي،قة ق فيويييييي ا ضييييييل رقي يييييي د رت د ييييي
ثضال،ي ت رت د ديي ت ر ل ي ف ظا دمميع ن
مرق ييي تن يقييياون د رق نييي ضت رق ل ييينر فييي هيييال رق ،ر ييي ت يييضت لفلضلييي شييي ا يييض فييي ضحييي يلضلضييي
لييي اطة ييي رق اضييينرن رق ييي و ييي ل ق ف ضيييا؛ يييت د يييا رق فلييي يييت د ييي ت ثيييا وضيييي،ر ضييي ر ييي ر
This article is an open access article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

